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Abstract— Millions of user-generated images are uploaded to
social media sites like Facebook daily, which translate to a large
storage cost. However, there exists an asymmetry in upload and
download data: only a fraction of the uploaded images are
subsequently retrieved for viewing. In this paper, we propose
a cloud storage system that reduces the storage cost of all
uploaded JPEG photos, at the expense of a controlled increase
in computation mainly during download of requested image
subset. Specifically, the system first selectively re-encodes code
blocks of uploaded JPEG images using coarser quantization
parameters for smaller storage sizes. Then during download,
the system exploits known signal priors—sparsity prior and
graph-signal smoothness prior—for reverse mapping to recover
original fine quantization bin indices, with either deterministic
guarantee (lossless mode) or statistical guarantee (near-lossless
mode). For fast reverse mapping, we use small dictionaries and
sparse graphs that are tailored for specific clusters of similar
blocks, which are classified via tree-structured vector quantizer.
During image upload, cluster indices identifying the appropriate
dictionaries and graphs for the re-quantized blocks are encoded
as side information using a differential distributed source coding
scheme to facilitate reverse mapping during image download.
Experimental results show that our system can reap significant
storage savings (up to 12.05%) at roughly the same image PSNR
(within 0.18 dB).
Index Terms— Cloud storage, image compression, signal quantization, graph signal processing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE POPULARITY of social media sites like Facebook
and photo sharing sites like Flickr means that the responsible operators are on the hook to store an enormous number
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of photos uploaded by users.1 However, because human’s time
and attention are fundamentally limited resources [1], only a
small subset of the uploaded images would realistically be
revisited thereafter. This poses an implementation challenge
for photo hosting operators: how to reduce the permanent
storage cost of all photos given that only a small (unknown)
fraction will be retrieved subsequently?
Cloud storage of user-generated images was studied recently
in [2] and [3], where the correlation between the target upload
image and the vast volume of stored images in the cloud is
exploited to reduce storage cost (to be discussed in details
in Section II). However, in practice the assumption that there
exists an image in the cloud significantly similar to the target
upload image does not hold in general except for images of
famous landmarks (e.g., Eiffel Tower, London Bridge, etc).
Instead, in this paper we propose a new cloud storage system
that reduces the storage cost at the expense of a tolerable
increase in computation during image upload and download.
The computation cost during upload can be much smaller
than download—a desirable property given the asymmetry
in volume between uploaded and retrieved images. Specifically, when a user uploads a finely quantized JPEG image,
a cloudlet re-encodes the image coarsely and stores it at a
central cloud for permanent storage. If / when the image
is requested, the cloudlet retrieves the coarsely re-quantized
image and performs a reverse mapping to recover the original
fine quantization bin indices with the help of signal priors.
The restored image is returned to the user. The system is
illustrated in Fig. 1. From the user’s viewpoint, the retrieved
image is the same compressed image as the one uploaded,
hence it is no different than typical cloud storage. From the
operator’s viewpoint, the coarsely re-quantized image results
in pure compression gain and lower storage cost.
The crux of the system rests in the reverse mapping from
coarse to fine quantization bin indices at the cloudlet when
an image is requested: we call this the quantization bin
matching (QBM) problem. First, during upload we optimize
a tree-structured vector quantizer (TSVQ) [4] to classify
an image code block into a cluster of similar blocks. Then
during the subsequent download, using sparse signal prior [5]
and a graph-signal smoothness prior [6], we compute the
most probable fine quantization bin indices via a Maximum A
1 It is estimated that 300 million photos are uploaded to Facebook every
day.
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Block diagram of the proposed image cloud storage scheme. “→” represents the upload path; “←” represents the download path.

Posteriori (MAP) formulation, using a cluster-specific small
dictionary and sparse graph for fast computation. Our system
can either guarantee exact recovery of the fine bin indices
(lossless mode), or approximate recovery of the bin indices
(near-lossless mode), where the restored JPEG image is visually indistinguishable from the originally compressed version.
For the lossless mode, to ensure exact bin indices recovery,
during image upload we encode also cluster indices as side
information (SI) to identify the appropriate dictionaries and
graphs using our differential distributed source coding (DDSC)
scheme, in order to facilitate reverse mapping of bin indices
during image download. Experimental results show that for the
lossless mode, our system can reduce storage by up to 7.76%,
and for near-lossless mode, our system can reduce storage by
up to 12.05% at roughly the same PSNR (within 0.18dB).
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first discuss
related work in Section II, and overview our cloud storage
system in Section III. In Section IV, we discuss the sparse and
graph-signal smoothness priors, and the mathematical formulation of inverse mapping. Section V details the process of full
TSVQ construction, and the training process of small overcomplete dictionary and sparse graph template. Section VI
describes important issues related to cluster index coding
for the lossless mode, including rate-classification formulation of TSVQ and the optimization process. For the nearlossless mode, we discuss our implementation in Section VII.
Finally, experimental results and conclusion are presented in
Section VIII and IX, respectively.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Soft Decoding of JPEG Images
In JPEG image compression standard [7], an input image is
divided into non-overlapping 8 × 8 pixel blocks (called code
blocks), which are transformed to the frequency domain via
discrete cosine transform (DCT), where DCT coefficients are
quantized and entropy-coded. Hard decoding of a compressed
JPEG image means that the centers of indexed quantization
bins are chosen as the reconstructed coefficients to recover the
block’s pixels. The quality of hard-decoded images generally
worsens as the quantization parameters (QP)—and hence the
sizes of the corresponding quantization bins—increase.

To combat quantization noise, soft decoding reconstructs a
block by selecting appropriate coefficient values within the
indexed bins with the help of signal priors. For example,
assuming that natural images are approximately piecewise
constant, [8], [9] employed total variation (TV) as a signal
prior while satisfying specified quantization bin contraints.
Chang et al. [10] proposed to combine the signal sparsity
prior with TV for JPEG image soft decoding. Liu et al. [11]
proposed to jointly exploit sparsity properties in DCT domain
and pixel domain. A recent work [12] proposed to combine
the sparsity [13] and graph-signal smoothness priors [6] and
achieved state-of-the-art objective and subjective JPEG decoding performance.
In our proposed scheme, we employ a similar idea as [12]
for reverse mapping of quantization bins, but we require
in addition that the computational complexity be restricted
stringently. Specifically, while an over-complete dictionary and
a full-connected graph are used in [12], we design small dictionaries and sparse graphs for different pixel block clusters,
so that a fast reverse mapping can be achieved.
B. Cloud-Based Image Compression
Recently, cloud-based image compression has attracted
much interest [2], [3], [14]–[17]. Yue et al. [2] first described
an input image using scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT)
descriptors and its down-sampled version, then used the computed SIFT descriptors to retrieve highly correlated images in
the cloud. The most similar patches from the retrieved images
are stitched together with the help of the down-sampled image.
This method works well for images that have very similar
counterparts in the cloud, such as landmark images. However,
if no similar images can be retrieved, the patch stitching
process will fail, resulting in a reconstructed image that may
be visually pleasing but different from the user uploaded one.
Song et al. [3] extended this idea to distributed image coding: for an input image, a down-sampled version is transmitted
to retrieve correlated images and generate a reconstructed
image in the cloud, which serves as side information (SI) in
distributed coding. Syndrome bits are further transmitted to
rectify the disparity between the input image and the SI via
an iterative refinement process. However, the performance still
depends heavily on the availability of similar images in the
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cloud, which directly influence the quality of SI. Moreover,
a feedback channel is required in syndrome coding, which
introduces undesirable delay.
C. Photo Album Compression for Cloud Storage
There exist works that consider photo album compression
for cloud storage. The basic idea is to organize images into a
pseudo sequence and differentially code it like a video. For
example, Au et al. [18] adopted intra/inter prediction and
local/global motion compensation to compress digital photo
album. Zou et al. [19] proposed to arrange all the images
into a tree structure according to their correlation, and then
apply inter-image prediction along each branch. However, they
employ pixel-wise correlation for prediction, which is easily
affected by deformation or heterogeneous illuminations in
images. Shi et al. [20] proposed to use SIFT features rather
than pixel values to analyze correlation among images, which
is more robust to differences in scale, rotation and illumination.
The aforementioned methods all operate on uncompressed
images as input. In practice, almost all images stored in both
personal multimedia devices and the Internet are in JPEG
format. It is more challenging to further compress already
coded JPEG images, which is the central goal of our paper.
The aforementioned photo album compression methods do
not offer random access capabilities, which is important for
social media applications. More importantly, these approaches
assume that the correlations among images in photo albums
are as high as frames in video sequences; this assumption is
too strong in many cases.
III. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
We first overview our proposed JPEG image cloud storage
system. We then formulate a quantization bin matching problem that is solved during image download.
A. System Overview
As illustrated in Fig. 1, there are three entities in the
system—a user, a cloudlet and a central cloud. The system
has three key operations: offline training, image upload and
image download. In the image upload operation, a user uploads
a finely quantized JPEG image to a cloudlet, who then reencodes a subset of code blocks in the image using coarser QPs
for storage in the central cloud. In the image download operation, a cloudlet retrieves a requested coarsely re-quantized
image from the central cloud and reverse-maps the coarsely
quantized code blocks back to the finely quantized blocks for
the user. In the offline training operation, the cloudlet precomputes and stores suitable dictionaries and graph templates
to facilitate the reverse mapping from coarsely quantized
blocks to finely quantized blocks during image download.
We detail these operations next.
1) Offline Training: We pose the reverse mapping from a
coarsely quantized block back to a finely quantized block
during image download as a signal restoration problem.
To address this problem, a combination of sparsity [13]
and graph-signal smoothness priors [6] are employed, which

facilitates recovery of textural and structural image content
in a pixel patch. A fast implementation would necessitate a
small dictionary and a sparse graph during image restoration. Towards this goal, we construct a tree-structured vector
quantizer (TSVQ) [4] to first classify pixel blocks ψ from a
large training set o into different clusters of similar blocks
that correspond to end nodes of the tree. For each cluster i ,
an over-complete dictionary and a sparse graph template are
learned based on training data i associated with this cluster.
Having constructed a TSVQ classification tree, the key idea
is: during image download, if one can identify the cluster to
which the original block is classified, then the dictionary and
graph associated with the cluster can facilitate the reverse
mapping from the coarse block back to the fine block.
2) Image Upload: A user uploads a JPEG-compressed
image to a cloudlet, where each N-pixel code block x is
represented by a set of N quantization bin indices a(x) =
[a1 (x), . . . , a N (x)] given fine QP q = [q1 , . . . , q N ]. Specifically, the i -th quantization bin index ai (x) is:
ai (x) = round (Ti x/qi )

(1)

where Ti is the i -th row of the DCT transform matrix T.
The cloudlet then re-encodes2 a subset of blocks in the
image using coarser QP Q = [Q 1 , . . . , Q N ], mapping fine
bin indices a(x) to coarse bin indices b(x) for code block x,
which are stored permanently in the central cloud. During
image download, a reverse mapping from coarse b(x) back to
fine a(x) using signal priors is performed for the re-encoded
blocks. Clearly, the cloudlet should re-encode only blocks x
in the image during upload that can be “successfully" reversemapped during download. A small binary image is losslessly
encoded using JBIG [21] as SI to inform the decoder which
blocks are re-encoded coarsely using Q.
Our system ensures that re-encoded blocks in a JPEG
image can be successfully reverse-mapped in one of two
modes: i) lossless recovery, meaning that the original a(x)
for each re-encoded block x is deterministically guaranteed
to be recovered exactly, or ii) near-lossless recovery, meaning
that a(x) for the entire image is statistically guaranteed to be
recovered exactly with a pre-set high probability. This results
in a decoded JPEG image so close to the original that they
are visually indistinguishable to the user. In the lossless mode,
to ensure that the appropriate dictionary and graph template
are used for perfect recovery of a(x) for each re-encoded block
x, TSVQ cluster index for x is also encoded as SI using our
proposed DDSC scheme during upload.
3) Image Download: When a user requests a previously
uploaded image, the cloudlet retrieves the coarsely requantized image from the central cloud and reverse-maps each
coarsely quantized b(x) of block x back to finely quantized
a(x) for the user. To minimize image retrieval delay, the reverse
mapping must be done fast using an appropriate compact
dictionary and sparse graph template.
2 The mapping from a(x) to b(x) is unique if each coarse QP Q is an integer
i
multiple of the corresponding fine QP qi . We will make this assumption here.
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B. Merits of Proposed JPEG Storage System
We chose JPEG as the compressed format of the uploaded
images in the central cloud, and employ a signal restoration
procedure during reverse mapping to recover fine bin indices
of re-encoded blocks. This JPEG image re-encoding / restoration design enjoys several advantages:
• Computational Complexity: In JPEG, each nonoverlapping code block in an image is compressed
independently via transform coding. This allows us to
perform the inverse mapping process block-by-block in
parallel. In contrast, in JPEG2000 a wavelet transform
operates on the entire image. It is thus difficult to design
a parallel reverse mapping procedure.
• Lossless Compression Performance: Our goal is to reduce
storage cost while ensuring (near-)lossless recovery of
the uploaded images. Using conventional lossless coding
schemes like gzip that only reduces redundancy at the
entropy level for a compressed JPEG image (already with
entropy coding) would not yield meaningful gain. In contrast, our design operates at the signal level by exploiting
known image priors for lossless compression. We will
demonstrate our comparative advantage in Section VIII.
• Signal Adaptivity: JPEG allows us to flexibly select a
subset of code blocks that can be successfully reversemapped for re-encoding. Given that an image typically
contains a wide variety of pixel blocks (image statistics
tend to be non-stationary), only “easy" blocks are chosen
for coarse re-encoding during upload while “difficult"
blocks are left untouched to maintain good image quality.
We next pose the reverse mapping from a coarsely quantized
block to a finely quantized block as a quantization bin matching problem. We then simplify the bin selection problem to a
simpler signal restoration problem for computation efficiency.
C. Quantization Bin Matching
We first formulate the reverse mapping as a quantization bin
matching (QBM) problem. Denote by X i the ground-truth i -th
DCT coefficient of a target code block x. With quantization
bin index ai and fine QP qi , we know that X i must reside in
interval I (ai , qi ) = [(ai − 0.5)qi , (ai + 0.5)qi ).
Denote by bi the bin index for X i in the re-encoded version
using coarse QP Q i , where Q i is a positive scalar multiple
γ of qi , i.e., Q i = γ qi , γ ∈ I+ . After re-encoding, X i must
reside in a larger interval I (bi , Q i ) = [(bi − 0.5)Q i , (bi +
0.5)Q i ). Thus during reverse mapping, we only need to
consider the feasible bin set Fbi of ai whose corresponding
intervals I (ai , qi ) overlap I (bi , Q i ), i.e.,
Fbi = {ai | (bi − 1)γ < ai ≤ bi γ }

(2)

Denote by P(X) the prior probability of ground truth
coefficient vector X. Following a maximum a posteriori (MAP)
formulation, we seek the most likely bin vector a among a
discrete set Fbi for each coefficient i :
 (a N +0.5)q N
 (a1 +0.5)q1
...
P(X | b) d X 1 . . . d X N
max
a | ai ∈Fbi

(a1 −0.5)q1

(a N −0.5)q N

(3)

Fig. 2.
Illustration of the QBM problem (1D case), where three fine
quantization bins (of width q) overlap with the one coarse quantization bin
(of width Q). We choose bin A as the most probable bin as it contains the
most probable signal.

where


P(X | b) =

P(X) if X i ∈ I (bi , Q i ), ∀i
0
o.w.

(4)

This MAP formulation of the QBM problem in 1D is illustrated in Fig. 2, where we choose, among the three fine
quantization bins of width q that overlap with the coarse
quantizationbin of width Q, the one with the largest aggregate
probability P(X 1 |b1 ) d X 1 .
Solving (3) with N-dimensional integral is difficult. We
thus make a simplifying assumption: the quantization bin
vector a that contains the most probable signal Xo is also the
most probable bin vector ao . This is a reasonable assumption,
because each coarse QP is an integer multiple of the corresponding fine QP, and thus the amount of overlap between each
fine bin and the coarse bin is the same, as shown in Fig. 2.
Hence, if P(X) changes relatively slowly, integrating the same
overlapped volume over the fine bin vector a that contains the
o
most probable
 X will also likely result in the largest aggregate
probability a P(X | b)dX.
Accordingly, we can recast the problem into one that first
seeks the most probable signal (shown as the red point
in Fig. 2) within the coarse quantization bin:
Xo = arg max P(X | b),
X

(5)

Then we identify the fine quantization bin vector ao that
contains the most probable signal Xo :
aio = round(X io /qi ), ∀i.

(6)

We focus next on the problem of finding the most probable
signal Xo within coarse bin vector b.
IV. D UAL P RIORS D RIVEN I NVERSE M APPING
We focus now on finding the most probable signal Xo given
coarse bin index vector b using two signal priors: sparsity
prior and graph-signal smoothness prior [12]. Unlike [12],
to achieve a fast implementation we train a small dictionary
and a sparse graph template for each cluster of similar blocks.
A. The Sparsity Prior
The sparsity prior [5] is a signal model that assumes a signal
x ∈ R N can be well approximated by a sparse linear combination of atoms {φi } from an appropriately chosen over-complete
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dictionary  ∈ R N×L , where L  N. Mathematically we
write:
x = α + ξ ,

(7)

RM

where sparse code α ∈
contains the coefficients corresponding to atoms {φi } in . α is assumed to be sparse,
i.e., α0 is small. ξ ∈ R N is a small modeling error term.
By applying DCT transform matrix T to both sides of (7),
we get X = Tα + ε, where error term ε = Tξ in the DCT
domain has the same magnitude as ξ due to Parseval’s Theorem. It states that X is sparse with respect to dictionary T.
Given this model, the probability P(X) of X is:
PS (X) ∝ exp {−λ1 α0 } .

(8)

C. Dual Priors Driven Inverse Mapping
Combining the two priors stated above, we define P(X) as
P(X) = PS (X)PG (X) ∝ exp −λ1 α0 − λ2 XT LX . (13)
The problem of finding the most probable signal within the
indexed coarse quantization bin b can then be formulated as:
{X∗ , α ∗ } = arg min X − Tα22 + λ1 α0 + λ2 XT LX,
{X,α}

s.t., X i ∈ I (bi , Q i ), i = 1, · · · , N.

For ease of computation, we further convert the above objective function into the pixel domain according to the Parsavel’s
theorem [24]:
{x∗ , α ∗ } = arg min x − α22 + λ1 α0 + λ2 xT Lx,

B. The Graph-signal Smoothness Prior

{x,α}

As analyzed in [12], when the dictionary size is restricted,
the sparsity prior is poor in recovering high DCT frequencies (e.g. signal discontinuities like edges), because atoms
in a small dictionary contain mostly low DCT frequencies
for natural images. Thus, we employ also the graph-signal
smoothness prior [6], which has been shown to recover sharp
edges well in image patches [6], [12], [22].
For an N-pixel patch x, we first define an underlying graph
G = (V, E, W), where V and E are respectively the sets of
vertices and edges. Each pixel is represented by one vertex.
W is the adjacency matrix where Wi, j denotes the weight of
the edge connecting pixels (vertices) i and j . We consider here
only undirected graphs and non-negative edge weights [23];
i.e., Wi, j = W j,i and Wi, j ≥ 0.
We define
the degree matrix D, which is a diagonal matrix
with Di,i = j Wi, j . Given W and D, a combinatorial graph
Laplacian L is defined as [23]:
L = D − W.

(14)

s.t., X i ∈ I (bi , Q i ), i = 1, · · · , N.

The objective function can be solved efficiently via alternating optimization, which includes two sub-problems:
• Sparse Coding: fix x and solve for optimal α
α ∗ = arg min x − α22 + λ1 α0 .
α

•

Given L, we describe the squared variations of signal x with
respect to G using the graph Laplacian regularizer xT Lx [6]:

2
1
xT Lx =
x i − x j Wi, j .
(10)
(i,
j
)∈
E
2
A common graph-signal smoothness prior can then be
defined as:


(11)
PG (x) ∝ exp −λ2 xT Lx .

(16)

(16) is NP-hard. We employ the orthogonal matching
pursuit (OMP) algorithm [25] to greedily solve (16),
which has been shown effective in finding approximate
solutions. OMP greedily identifies the atom with the
highest correlation to the current signal residual at each
iteration. Its complexity increases linearly with the number M of dictionary atoms.
Graph-Signal Smoothing: fix α and solve for optimal x
x∗ = arg min x − α ∗
x

(9)

(15)

2
2

+ λ2 xT Lx,

s.t., X i ∈ I (bi , Q i ), i = 1, · · · , N.

(17)

The above optimization is a quadratic programming (QP)
problem, which can be solved by the interior point
method with known polynomial running time [26]. To
further reduce computational complexity, we first minimize the objective:
min x − α ∗
x

2
2

+ λ2 xT Lx.

(18)

By setting the derivative with respect to x to 0, we get a
linear system of equations for the optimal x∗ :

By maximizing the graph-signal smoothness prior in (11)
(minimizing xT Lx), signal x is smoothened with respect to
the graph, i.e., high graph frequencies are suppressed while
low graph frequencies are preserved. It is shown [6], [12],
[22] that piecewise smooth (PWS) signals—smooth pixel
patches separated by sharp signal discontinuities—can be well
approximated as linear combinations of low graph frequencies
for appropriately constructed graphs. See [12] for an analysis
from a spectral clustering perspective.
Given X = Tx, we can write the probability distribution
P(X) as:


(12)
PG (X) ∝ exp −λ2 XT LX .

where I is the identity matrix. Given that the matrix
I + λ2 L is symmetric and positive-definite, the above
system can be solved using conjugate gradient, resulting
in reconstructed DCT coefficients X∗ = Tx∗ . We then
force each coefficient X i∗ to reside within the coarse
quantization interval I (bi , Q i ) via clipping:
⎧ ∗
if X i ∗ ∈ I (bi ,Q i )
⎨ Xi
∗
X i = (bi −0.5)Q i
if X i ∗ < (bi −0.5)Q i (20)
⎩
(bi +0.5)Q i −
if X i ∗ ≥ (bi +0.5)Q i

where L = (T−1 )T LT−1 .

where  > 0 is small positive constant.

(I + λ2 L)x∗ = α ∗

(19)
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Algorithm 1 Offline Training of Dictionary and Graph

TABLE OF N OTATIONS

Finally, we identify the recovered fine quantization bin
indices ai∗ as:
ai∗ = round(X i∗ /qi ), ∀i.

(21)

The main computation burden of reverse mapping includes
OMP for sparse coding, and optimization of (17) for graphsignal smoothing. For these two processes, we have special
designs to achieve fast computation. Specifically, we train a
small dictionary to speed up the optimization of OMP for
solving (16), and we learn a sparse graph to speed up conjugate
gradient when solving (19). Both dictionary and graph learning
will be elaborated in next section.
V. T REE -S TRUCTURED V ECTOR Q UANTIZATION
BASED O FFLINE T RAINING
We discuss first the construction of a full TSVQ tree T o ,
which is used for both the lossless and near-lossless modes to
initially classify an input coarsely quantized block to an end
tree node cluster. Associated with each end tree node is a dictionary and a graph template for inverse mapping as discussed
in the previous section. Because of the coarse quantization,
however, occasionally this block-to-tree-node classification is
incorrect. For the near-lossless mode, this block classification
error is tolerable; details on how to use full tree T o for the
near-lossless mode is described in Section VII.
For the lossless mode, on the other hand, possible blockto-tree-node classification errors must be corrected for perfect
recovery. To achieve this goal, we design a smaller variablelength tree (VLT) and a corresponding codebook based on
differential distributed source coding (DDSC), so that tree
index corrections from an initially classified node in T o to
the appropriate node in the VLT can be efficiently coded as
side information (SI). We describe the design of VLT and
codebook in Section VI.
A. Full TSVQ Construction
Denote by T o a binary full tree of some pre-defined height
Hmax . A tree node i with no children is called an end node or a
leaf node. In a binary full tree, every node at height H <
Hmax (root node r is at height 0) is an intermediate node
0
1
and has two children. Denote by i −
→ j or i −
→ j if node j

is the left or right child node of parent node i respectively.
An example of a binary full tree is shown in Fig. 5-(a).
Given a training dataset o , TSVQ is employed to construct
T o [27]. Specifically, the entire training set o is initially
associated with the root node r at height 0, along with a
centroid ceo , which is computed as the mean of the associated
training set. For each non-leaf node i , we create two child
0
1
→ j and i −
→ k. We divide
nodes j and k, where i −
the training set i associated with node i into two nonoverlapping subsets  j and k with centroids ce j and cek
using Lloyd Algorithm [27]. Associated with each node i at
height H of the tree is a length-H binary string si ∈ {0, 1} H
that describes the traversed path from root r to node i , which
can be computed recursively:

0
→ j
si 0 if i −
(22)
sj =
1
si 1 if i −
→ j
where the root node r has an empty string sr = {} and each
end node eo has a length-Hmax binary string seo ∈ {0, 1} Hmax .
B. Adaptive Dictionary and Graph Template Learning
Using TSVQ, similar training samples are grouped into the
same clusters corresponding to end nodes of T o . For each
cluster of training blocks, one small over-complete dictionary
and one sparse graph template are learned.
1) Small Dictionary Learning: For a certain cluster with
n training blocks Y = [y1 , y2 , · · · , yn ], where yi represents
block i in vector form, we can compute via K-SVD [13] an
L, by minimizing
over-complete dictionary  ∈ R N×L , N
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Fig. 3.

Five kinds of sparse graph template.
Fig. 4. Illustration of 4-connected graph building according to the degree θ
of dominant principal gradient.

the following objective:
min αi 0 , s.t., yi − αi 22 ≤ ϒ, ∀i.
,αi

(23)

where ϒ is a pre-set threshold dictated by ξ . The variables are
both  and {αi }, which are solved alternately by fixing one
and solving for the other [13]. The length L of the generated
dictionary  via K-SVD depends on the homogeneity of the
training samples; the more heterogeneous the training samples
are, the larger the over-complete dictionary needs to be to
obtain sparse representation error lower than a target ϒ.
As stated earlier, the complexity of OMP increases linearly
with the size of the dictionary. To construct a fast implementation, we adopt a block-greedy algorithm [28] based on
a primal/dual residual criterion to extract a well-conditioned
sub-dictionary with L̂
L atoms from . OMP is then
executed using the derived small dictionary to achieve lower
computational complexity.
2) Sparse Graph Template Learning: Next, we learn a
sparse graph for a specific cluster. For each cluster, we first
compute a centroid block, which is the center or mean of
the training blocks in the cluster. We then build a sparse
graph template for this centroid block, where only vertical,
horizontal and diagonal neighboring nodes could be connected,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. The constructed graph is a 4-connected
sparse graph, and the corresponding graph Laplacian L is a
sparse matrix. Note that the computational
√ complexity of each
iteration in conjugate gradient is O(m k), where m is the
number of nonzero entries in I + λ2 L and k is its condition
number. Thus the sparse nature of the resulting L allows us
to solve the system (19) efficiently.
The graph template should be adaptive to the block structure. Specifically, to describe local structure, we first compute
the 2D structure tensor [29]:
(p) =

Sw

2
w(r)Ix (p − r)I y (p − r)
r w(r)(Ix (p − r))
r
2
r w(r)I x (p − r)I y (p − r)
r w(r)(I y (p − r))
(24)
where p is the central pixel location of the centroid block, r
is a specific 
pixel location, w(r) is a weight parameter for
r such that
r w(r) = 1, and I x and I y are the partial
derivatives with respect to the x- and y-axis, respectively.
We perform eigen-decomposition on the computed tensor
matrix Sw (p) to obtain two eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 , where
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ 0, and the corresponding eigenvectors v1 and v2 .
Eigenvector v1 corresponding to the larger eigenvalue λ1 is the
principal gradient. λ1 , λ2 and v1 , v2 summarize the gradient
distribution ∇ I = (Ix , I y ) of the patch centered at p. From
their information, we can conclude:

If λ1 ≈ λ2 ≈ 0, then ∇ I ≈ 0, and the patch is mostly flat.
If min(λ1 , λ2 )  0, then the patch gradient is complex
with no obvious single direction. For these cases, we build
the default graph, where each pixel is connected to its
nearest vertical and horizontal neighbors only.
• If λ1  λ2 ≈ 0, then the patch gradient along v1 is
dominant. For this case, we first select an edge orientation
d1 from {0o , 45o , 90o , 135o } that is most orthogonal to
v1 ; then we select another edge orientation d2 from the
set {0o , 90o }\d1 that is most orthogonal to v1 . Finally,
we draw all edges in the 8 × 8 graph template with
orientation d1 or d2 to connect neighboring nodes in
the graph. As illustrated in Fig. 4, we always build a
4-connected graph template.
In this way, we learn an adaptive sparse graph template
for each cluster, which specifies the connectivity of pixels
in a cluster block, i.e., Wi, j = 1 means nodes i and j are
connected, Wi, j = 0 otherwise.
The above describes the process of offline training. During
online reverse mapping, for a re-encoded block, we traverse
the tree T o to determine which cluster it belongs to, and
retrieve the corresponding dictionary and graph template. Specially, since the graph template just reflects the connectivity of
pixels, we further update the graph weight Wi, j of connected
nodes i and j according to the similarity between them:
2
Wi, j = exp − x i − x j 2 /σ 2 , where x i is the intensity of
•

pixel i in the hard-decoded coarse block3 x, and σ is a chosen
parameter.
VI. L OSSLESS M ODE W ITH D ETERMINISTIC G UARANTEE
In the lossless mode, the original fine bin indices a(x) for
each re-encoded block x should be deterministically guaranteed to be recovered exactly from coarse indices b(x). To this
end, we encode a cluster index X as side information during
image upload, to help to identify an appropriate dictionary and
graph template for reverse mapping during image download.
In this section, we first overview the cluster index coding
procedure, then introduce the rate-classification formulation of
TSVQ. Finally we discuss in detail two main modules: optimal
pruning of variable length tree and differential distributed
source coding.
A. Overview of Cluster Index Coding
1) Cluster Identification: During the image upload process,
using the input fine indices a(x) we first construct a hard3 The decoded block from centers of indexed quantization bins during
encoding.
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decoded block x̂ and use it to traverse the full tree T o from
root node r to an end node eo at height Hmax. By traversal,
we mean that at a node i , compare x̂ to the two centroids ce j
and cek of the respective child nodes j and k, and proceed to
the node with the closer centroid. Upon reaching end node eo ,
we identify the associated string seo as the cluster index X .
2) Variable Length Tree: The full binary tree T o of height
Hmax can result in a large coding cost for the cluster indices.
To trade off between coding rate and classification, we optimally prune T o by removing branches, resulting in a variable
length tree (VLT) T . We assume that T is complete, which
means each node i ∈ T has either 2 or 0 children. An example
of a complete VLT is shown in Fig. 5-(b). Traversing T using
x̂ may terminate at an end node e in T that is an intermediate
node in T o , in which case se is a substring of seo . se can be
interpreted as a quantized version of cluster index seo , denoted
as Q T (X ). Examples of strings for two end nodes of T o and
T are shown in Fig. 5-(c).
3) Differential Distributed Source Coding: To reduce coding cost, instead of directly encoding quantized cluster index
Q T (X ), we propose a new distributed coding strategy exploiting the correlation between X and its noisy observation Y—
the string obtained during image download by traversing T o
using the hard-decoded block x̃ from coarse indices b(x).
The basic idea is to design differential codewords j in a
codebook C, so that for most observation / target string pairs
(Y, X ), we can encode a suitable differential j as SI such
that Q T (Y + j ) = Q T (X ). There are two cases:
• If differential
j is selected with high probability p( j ),
then its (approximated) code rate − log p( j ) using
arithmetic coding is low.
• If there exist no differentials
j ∈ C such that Q T (Y +
j ) = Q T (X ), then we encode a direct index codeword
ci , where i is the cluster index for block x̂. Because a
direct index codeword are unique for each cluster, their
probabilities are typically lower and coding costs are
more expensive.
B. Rate-Classification Formulation of TSVQ
We now discuss the rate-classification formulation of TSVQ
to achieve optimally pruned VLT T from T o . First, we define
P(X ) as the probability that an input block belongs to cluster
X , and define P(Y|X ) as the probability that a coarsely requantized block x̃ is mapped to cluster index Y, while the
finely quantized block x̂ is mapped to X . Denote by h i the
height of an end node i ∈ T . Further, denote by Mh (x)
the binary string corresponding to the h most significant bits
(MSB) of integer x ∈ [0, 2 Hmax ). We can now write the
probability P(i ), i ∈ T , as:

P(X = x)
(25)
P(i ) =
x | Mh i (x)=si

Similarly, we can define P(Y|i ):

P(Y|i ) =
P(Y | X = x)P(X = x)
x | Mh i (x)=si

(26)

For a given observation / tree node pair (Y, i ) and codebook C in differential distributed source coding, there are two
cases.

•
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There exists at least one differential codeword
∈ C,
such that Mh i (Y + ) = si . Thus, the rate RC (Y, i ) is:
RC (Y, i ) =

•

min

∈C | Mh i (Y + )=si

− log p( )

(27)

There is no differential ∈ C such that Mh i (Y + ) =
si . Thus we add the direct index codeword si as a new
codeword of C and encode it. The rate RC (Y, i ) is:
RC (Y, i ) = − log p(si )

(28)

Then we can write the rate and classification error terms for
a given VLT T as follows:
• Rate


R=
P(i )
P(Y | i )RC (Y, i )
(29)
i∈T

•

Classification Error
D=

Y


i∈T

P(i )L i ,

(30)

where L i is the size of K-SVD-generated dictionary for
cluster i , which we interpret as a measure of sample variance. Small sample variance means similar samples are
classified into the same cluster. Such block homogeneity
means that the trained dictionary and graph templates can
easily captured the cluster block characteristics, resulting
in good reverse mapping performance. Hence we use L i
as an error measure for cluster i .
Finally, for lossless mode, for TSVQ we jointly seek the
optimal VLT T and codebook C via the following optimization:



P(i )L i + λ
P(i )
P(Y | i )RC (Y, i ).
min
i∈T

T ,C

i∈T

Y

(31)
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier whose value determines a
particular rate-classification tradeoff.
C. Optimization
For (31), given that there are two optimization variables—
VLT T and codebook C—we propose an alternating optimization strategy:
• Fix C and optimize T . We call this the optimal VLT design
problem.
• Fix T and optimize C. We call this the optimal DDSC
codebook problem.
We next describe algorithms to solve these two problems.
1) Optimal VLT Design: Having fixed C, the optimization
problem becomes:


P(i ) L i + λ
P(Y | i )RC (Y, i )
(32)
min
T

i∈T

Y

The objective states that the cost for VLT T is the sum of
individual rate-classification (RC) costs of end nodes i , each
weighted by probability P(i ).
To minimize (32), we employ a RC-optimized tree pruning
procedure that optimally removes end nodes from a given
tree T , starting from initial tree T o . Pruning end nodes will
result in shorter tree with larger classification error but lower
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(a) A binary full tree with Hmax = 4. (b) A complete variable-length tree with H = 3. (c) The strings of two end nodes of the full tree and VLT.

rate. We achieve an optimal tradeoff between classification
error and rate by varying the depth of the tree. In the literature,
there exist prune-tree algorithms with rate-distortion (RD)
criteria [30]–[32]. We follow the idea of end-nodes pruning
in [31].
We carry out an iterative search over them to find the one
leading to minimum of (32). Specifically, we prune two sibling
end nodes and make their parent an end node, resulting in a
new VLT T . For T , we compute it RD cost by summing up
the distortions and rates of all the end nodes:


P(i ) L i + λ
P(Y | i )RC (Y, i ) (33)
R D(T ) =
i∈T

Y

This process is performed recursively for all pairs of end nodes
from left to right. Finally, we obtain the optimal VLT tree as:
T ∗ = arg min R D(T ).
T

Fig. 6. Illustration of differential counter. The width of the blue rectangle
represents the range r(Y, X ) of an observation / target pair (Y, X ) that does
not contain a differential codeword in the current codebook C. The height of
the blue rectangle represents the probability P(Y|X ). The red rectangle is
deduced from another such observation / target pair. The accumulation of all
the constructed rectangles is H ( ), the peak of which will be chosen as the
next codeword to be added to codebook C.

(34)

2) Optimal Codebook Design: We now address the problem
of designing a codebook C when a VLT T is fixed. Given
stationary statistics P(Y|X ), a feasible codebook C means
that, for each observation / target pair (Y, X ) such that
P(Y|X ) > 0, we can either: i) select a differential codeword
j ∈ C such that Q T (Y +
j ) = Q T (X ), or ii) select a
direct index codeword ci such that si = Q T (X ). An optimal
codebook C enables feasible codeword selections for all pairs
(Y, X ) with minimum expected coding cost.
We first note that the encoder is not required to encode the
exact differential
= X − Y for each observation / target
pair (Y, X ); any feasible differential codeword j such that
Q T (Y + j ) = Q T (X ) is equally acceptable. We denote this
range of feasible differentials by r(Y, X ). Denote by [li , u i )
the lower and upper boundaries of a quantization bin i =
Q T (X ) in VLT T . Clearly, in general larger bin size u i − li
will lead to a larger range r(Y, X ).
When designing a codebook, intuitively, a small codebook
C is desirable; probabilities would be concentrated into only
a few codewords
j or ci , and thus the encoding cost
− log p( j ) or − log p(ci ) would be small. Given the degree
of freedom afforded by range r(Y, X ) when coding cluster
index for pair (Y, X ) as described above, our design strategy
is as follows. First, select only a few differentials j to cover
most ranges r(Y, X ). Then for the remaining pairs (Y, X ), use
direct index codewords ci to maintain feasibility. We describe
this procedure in details next.

Codebook Design Algorithm: We first assume that,
to ensure feasibility, all direct index codewords ci corresponding to end nodes i in VLT T are included in the codebook C.
We then add differential codewords j as follows. We first
add default differential o = 0, which is the most commonly
used codeword since P(X |X ) tends to be very high.
At each iteration, for each observation / target pair (Y, X )
where P(Y|X ) > 0, we check if r(Y, X ) contains within its
range an existing differential j in the current codebook C.
If not, we add r(Y, X ), scaled by P(Y|X ), to a differential
counter H ( ), as shown in Fig. 6. After accumulating ranges
from all pairs (Y, X ) that do not contain existing differential
codewords, we identify the peak ∗ = arg max H ( ) as the
next candidate differential codeword to add to C.
We next compute the expected coding cost if the candidate
differential codeword ∗ is added to C. For each pair (Y, X ),
we search for the codeword j ∈ C in range r(Y, X ) that
is closest to 0. If r(Y, X ) contains no j ∈ C, we use direct
index ci for this pair, where si = Q T (X ). Given this mapping
for all pairs (Y, X ) to codewords, we can tabulate probabilities
for each codeword and compute rate using:


p( ) log p( ) −
p(c) log p(c).
R(C) = −
∈C

c∈C

(35)
where c is the direct index codeword.
This candidate ∗ is added only if the resulting rate is
decreased. If the rate is decreased, the procedure is repeated to
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Algorithm 2 Codebook Design Algorithm
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This decision process does not perform actual reverse mapping
per block during image upload and hence is fast.
During image download, we use the coarsely quantized
blocks to traverse the full TSVQ tree to choose the dictionary
and graph template for QBM. Thus we do not need to
explicitly encode cluster indices as SI as done in the lossless
mode, resulting in a smaller coding overhead.
VIII. E XPERIMENTATION
We present experimental results to demonstrate the superior
performance of our proposed scheme for both lossless and
near-lossless modes of JPEG image re-encoding.
A. Experimental Setup

try adding another candidate differential codeword. A pseudocode of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
VII. N EAR - LOSSLESS M ODE W ITH S TATISTICAL
G UARANTEE
We now discuss the near-lossless mode that statistically
guarantees recovery of fine bin indices a(x) from coarse
indices b(x) in an image with a target high probability.
By slightly lowering the recovery requirement, the nearlossless mode leads to larger compression gain and reduces
computation cost during upload.
Specifically, in offline training after full TSVQ tree construction, we examine training blocks classified into each
cluster and compute the success recovery rate—fraction of
blocks in a cluster whose fine indices can be reverse-mapped
from coarse indices b(x) to within a small margin ±η of
the original a(x) using the dictionary and graph template
associated with this cluster. Because training blocks in a same
cluster share similar structures, the computed success rate is
representative for future blocks also classified to the same
cluster as well.
During image upload, we first classify each code block xi
to its cluster χ(xi ) using the full TSVQ tree. Associated with
cluster χ(xi ) is its success recovery rate P(χ(xi )) according to
the offline computed statistics. Our goal is to select a subset
S of blocks within an image such that the average success
probability Q is larger than a pre-set threshold PT . More
concretely, we examine code blocks one-by-one in a raster
scan order, and decide to coarsely re-encode a block xi if
adding it does not reduce Q to below PT :



1
P(χ(xi )) +
P(χ(x j )) . (36)
Q=
x j ∈S
|S| + 1

We conduct experiments on the well-known Kodak dataset.
Five images are randomly selected as training data, from
which we extract 300K overlapped 8 × 8 blocks for offline
training. The test set contains twelve images in the Kodak
dataset, which does not include the five training ones. In our
experiments, the quality factor (QF) for fine JPEG coding is
fixed at 80, and we retrieve the corresponding fine quantization
parameters (QP) q. The coarse QP is Q = 2q. We convert
RGB images to YCbCr, and report the test results only on Y
component that contains the most energy.
In TSVQ, we first construct a full binary tree with
Hmax = 8, which means there are 256 end nodes (clusters).
By RC-optimized tree pruning, we further get a VLT with
138 end node.
B. Experimental Results: Lossless Mode
The goal of the lossless mode is to recover the exact fine
quantization bin indices of a code block from coarse bin
indices. Exact bin index recovery means there is no loss
in quality. One naïve approach to losslessly compress JPEG
images is to employ more powerful entropy coding tools.
As one representative competitor, we use JPEG arithmetric
coding (JAC) [33] that replaces the Huffman coder with an
arithmetic coder. Further, there exist commercial or opensource lossless compression software, such as WinZIP [34]
and gzip [35], that can reduce the file sizes of JPEG coded
images. We thus include WinZIP as another competitor.
Finally, since our method is a prior-driven approach, we also
test total variation (TV) based scheme [36], and a recent
method called DicTV which combines sparsity and TV priors [10], for quantization bin matching. This comparison can
be used to demonstrate the advantage of our proposed joint
sparsity and graph-signal smoothness prior based strategy.
In our proposed method, two kinds of SI are encoded
to ensure the reverse-mapping is lossless. One is a small
binary image indicating which blocks are re-encoded coarsely
using Q. We losslessly compress it using JBIG [21]. The other
is the cluster indices of re-encoded blocks. We compress them
using a DDSC strategy described in Section V-B, in which the
codebook C includes eight integer differential codeword from
-3 to 4. The reported bitcounts account for coding costs of
these SI.
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TABLE II
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF L OSSLESS C ASE

TABLE III
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF N EAR - LOSSLESS CASE WITH PT = 90%

Since there is no quality loss, we report only bit savings.
Note that, in prior based approaches (our method, DicTV, and
TV-based method), bit saving is achieved by re-encoding a
fraction of image blocks with coarser QP that can guarantee
exact bin index recovery. Table II tabulates the proportion of
blocks selected to be re-encoded, and the pure compression
gains on the twelve test images. The results show that, WinZIP
only achieves up to 1.14% bit-saving. The JAC approach
works better, which achieves 3.04% pure compression gain
on average. In our method, up to 57.18% blocks are selected
for further compression using coarse QP, translating to up to
10.53% bit-saving (in the case of test image Hats); while
in DicTV, up to 28.54% blocks are selected corresponding
to up to 3.85% bit-saving; in TV based approach, up to
23.29% blocks are selected corresponding to up to 2.55% bitsaving. The results show our method achieves much higher
pure compression gain than the competition.
C. Experimental Results: Near-Lossless Mode
The goal of the near-lossless mode is to statistically
guarantee recovery of an uploaded image so close in quality
that it is indistinguishable to human eyes. To accomplish this,
we relax the “exact bin matching" constraint by allowing
some differences between the recovered and the input fine
bin indices. As stated in Section VII, the level of difference
is controlled by the parameter η. In our experiments,

we set η = 1 for the first 16 DCT coefficients (in zig-zag
scanning order) and set η = 2 for the remaining 48 DCT
coefficients, since most energy concentrates in DC and a few
AC coefficients. During image upload, we select a subset
of blocks within an image such that the average success
probability Q is larger than a pre-set threshold PT .
In Table III, we show the comparison results between
original finely quantized images and decoded images by our
proposed near-lossless mode when PT = 90%. The columns
of FinePSNR and FineSSIM show the PSNR and SSIM values
of finely quantized images; the columns of RecPSNR and
RecSSIM show the PSNR and SSIM values of near-lossless
compressed images; the last two columns indicate the portion
of blocks that are re-encoded and the translated bit-saving.
We observe that, even though our proposed near-lossless mode
leads to 0.18dB PSNR loss on average, the SSIM values loss is
very small (0.9585 vs. 0.9559). It is widely accepted that such
small SSIM loss typically does not lead to visual differences.
Our method achieves up to 14.29% bit-saving with up to
69.33% blocks selected for re-encoding.
By relaxing PT , more bit-saving can be obtained at the
expense of higher PSNR and SSIM loss, but the decoded
images are still visually indistinguishable to the user. As illustrated in Fig. 7-9, we provide visual comparison of original
finely quantized images and near-lossless compressed images
with PT = 90% and PT = 80% on three test images Parrot,
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Fig. 7. Visual comparison of input finely quantized image Parrot and near-lossless compressed images with different success recovery rates. (a) Finely
quantized image (PSNR:41.58dB, SSIM: 0.9682) (b) Near-lossless compressed image with threshold PT = 90% (PSNR: 41.36dB, SSIM:0.9663, Bit-saving:
14.29%) (c) Near-lossless compressed image with threshold PT = 80% (PSNR: 41.12dB, SSIM:0.9643, Bit-saving: 19.86%).

Fig. 8. Visual comparison of input finely quantized image Monarch and near-lossless compressed images with different success recovery rates. (a) Finely
quantized image (PSNR:39.7dB, SSIM: 0.9734) (b) Near-lossless compressed image with threshold PT = 90% (PSNR: 39.47dB, SSIM:0.9729, Bit-saving:
13.36%) (c) Near-lossless compressed image with threshold PT = 80% (PSNR: 39.27dB, SSIM: 0.9723, Bit-saving: 17.05%).

Fig. 9. Visual comparison of input finely quantized image Hat and near-lossless compressed images with different success recovery rates. (a) Finely quantized
image (PSNR:40.37dB, SSIM: 0.9673) (b) Near-lossless compressed image with threshold PT = 90% (PSNR: 40.25dB, SSIM:0.9658, Bit-saving: 12.65%)
(c) Near-lossless compressed image with threshold PT = 80% (PSNR: 40.11dB, SSIM: 0.9642, Bit-saving: 17.30%).

Monarch and Hat. It can be found that decoded JPEG images
by near-lossless compression are so close to the original that
they are visually identical to the user. The visually indistinguishable reconstruction option achieves significantly higher
bit-saving, compared with the case of exact bin index recovery.
Using PT = 80% as an example, our method achieves 19.86%,
17.05% and 17.30% bit-saving for Parrot, Monarch and Hat,
respectively, in contrast to 9.26%, 8.71% and 10.53% shown
in Table II.
We further conduct a subjective quality evaluation test
based on a two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) process,
which is widely used in psychophysical studies. In each trial,
a participant is shown side-by-side a pair of images: an input
fine quantized image and the corresponding reconstructed
image by our near-lossless mode with PT > 90%, and is

asked (forced) to choose the one he/she believes to have better
image quality. In the 2AFC test, the side-by-side comparison
was randomly slotted into six test sequences, where for each
sequence, the ordering of the twelve test image pairs was
also randomized. 25 participates with age 20 to 39 and with
normal or corrected to normal vision were invited to take this
test. Each image pair was shown on a 8-bit 27¡± monitor with
contrast and bright set at 75%. The distance from the subject
to the monitor is approximately twice the monitor¡¯s height
(335.7mm). The illumination of the room was in the 300320 Lux range. Participant were familiarized with the testing
procedure before the start of the experiment. They observed
each image pair for 10 seconds, and entered the score in
the next 5 seconds. This testing procedure followed closely
guidelines provided by ITU-R BT.500 [37].
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Fig. 10. Error-bar plot with in units of the average percentage h̄ and standard
deviation of six tests for each participate (1-25: participates number; 26:
average).

The vote statistics of participates are shown in Fig. 10,
which indicates the percentage h̄ by which the participates are
in favor of the input images against the reconstructed images.
As can be observed in the Fig. 10, the overall percentage
(the 21st bar in this figure) is very close to 50% (51.21%),
meaning that there is no significant perceptual difference of
visual quality between the input and the output of our scheme.
We used the two-sided chi-square χ 2 test [38] to examine the
statistical significance of the results. The null hypothesis is
that there is no preference for each pair of images. Under this
hypothesis, the expected number of votes should be equal. As a
rule of thumb in experimental sciences, the null hypothesis is
accepted when p  0.05. The p-value [38] of χ 2 is 0.8.
We can thus conclude that in statistics participants showed no
preference for the input finely quantized images and images
reconstructed by our method.
IX. C ONCLUSION
To reduce the cloud storage cost of images uploaded from
social media sites, in this paper we propose a JPEG requantization / restoration framework at the expense of a
controlled increase in computation mostly during download.
Specifically, selective blocks of an uploaded JEPG image
are coarsely quantized before storage in a central cloud,
and when it is requested, a reverse mapping operation is
performed to restore fine quantization bin indices from coarse
quantization bin indices (quantization bin matching (QBM))
using a small over-complete dictionary and a sparse graph. Our
framework operates in both lossless and near-lossless modes,
which deterministically or statistically guarantees recovery
of the original JPEG image with different coding overhead.
Experimental results show significant compression gain over
competing schemes for a large range of test images.
The simplified quantization bin matching is actually a JPEG
soft decoding problem, which can be addressed by a deep
learning technique. As future work, we will explore this
direction as an alternative implementation.
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